In the time since Norman Garrnonsway' died I have reHected about what I could say that would not embarrass the spirit of the man I wish to honour. He was reticent about himself and I shall be brief. I rarely heard him refer to his distinguished career at King's College, London, for when he spoke of his work, it was always of what lay ahead . His characteristic manner was understatement, like that of the early literature of the north that he knew so well and loved. He was a man who preferred to listen rather than to talk, but he was quick to praise and encourage. He had the virtues of Chaucer's Clerk of Oxenford mixed with a gentle humour.
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Noght 0 word spak he moore than was neede,
And that was seyd in forme and reverence,
And short and quyk and ful of hy sentence;
Sownynge in moral vertu was his speche,
And gladly wolde he Ierne and gladly teche.
Toronto is a better place for his having lived and worked among us. This paper concerns material he was teaching this year, the relation between early art and poetry in England. I should like to dedicate it to his memory.
I
Beowulf is a poem of rapid shifts in subject and time. Events are fragmented into parts and are taken with little regard to chronological order. The details are rich, but the pattern does not present a linear structure, a lack discussed with distaste by many.! This lecture will attempt to show that the structure of BeotllUlf is a poetic analogue of the interlace deSigns common in Anglo-Saxon art of the seventh and eighth centuries.
Beowulf was composed in the early eighth century in the Midlands or 'On February 28, 1967 , Norman Garmonsway, Visiting Professor of English at University College in the University of Toronto, died suddenly. This paper, in a slightly different form, was read on March 30 in West Hall of the College in place of a lecture on Canute that Professor Garmonsway was to have delivered on that day.
Voz'ume XXXVII, Nmuber 1, October, 1967 North of England, exactly the time and place where interlace decoration reached a complexity of design and skill in execution never equalled since and, indeed, hardly ever approached. Interlace designs go back to prehistoric Mesopotamia; in one form or another they are characteristic of the art of all races. 2 The bands may be plaited together to form a braid or rope pattern, a design that appears, for example, on borders of the Franks Casket, a whalebone coffer made in Northumbria about the year 700. Interlace is made when the bands are turned back on themselves to form knots or breaks that interrupt, so to speak, the linear How of the bands. The south face of the Bewcastle Cross from Cumberland has three panels of knot work; this cross is dated before 710.' The bottom panel (Plate!) has two distinct knots formed by two bands and connected together, a pattern that is identical to that on folio 94' of the Lindisfarne Gospels (Plate VII!).' There are about a thousand separate pieces of stone surviving from pre-Norman Northumbrian crosses. One need only leaf through W. G . Collingwood's Northumhrian Crosses of the Pre-Norman Age ( London, 1927) to be struck by the appearance of one interlace design after another, despite the fact that such patterns are relatively difficult to execute in stone, especially when there is any undercutting.
When the bands are cut, the free ends are often elaborated into zoomorphic heads, seen in a very simple stage of development on the Abingdon Brooch ( Plate II) , dated in the early seventh century.' In more complex designs the stylized heads take on a pronounced zoomorphic character, often derived from eagles or wolves; the bodies of these creatures extend into curvilinear ribbon trails that form the interlace design. The heads often bite into the bands or back on to a free end, as on the seventh-century Windsor dagger pommel which has an open design with clear separation between the bands ( Plate III). When the bands are drawn together more tightly, the pattern becomes harder to follow, as on the great gold buckle from Sutton Hoo, also of the seventh century ( Plate IV) . The interlace on the buckle is not symmetrical. The weave is drawn tighter and the zoomorphic heads are less prominent than on the Windsor dagger pommel.
In further development of the zoomorphs, the ribbon trails develop limbs on their serpentine bodies. These limbed lacertines have a coiled and woven appearance and look very like dragons even when they have no wings and have canine heads. The abundant appearance of lacertines in early Anglo-Saxon design may well have reinforced belief in the existence of dragons, thought of as uncommOn creatures not met with every day, much as we might think of a hippopotamus or iguana. An example of vigorous treatment of such lacertines may be seen on folio 192" of the Book of Durrow (Plate V); this manuscript is generally dated in the middle or second half of the seventh century and is often ascribed to Iona. The design is similar to that found on the hilt of the Crundale sword, found in Kent; it dates from the early seventh century (Plate VIa) . A detail from the seventh-century pins from Witham, Lincolnshire (Plate VIb) , shows a similar design, although the zoomorphs are distinctly canine. In the lacertine design on folio 110' of the St. Chad Gospels, which were probably written between the Severn and the Welsh marches in the late seventh or early eighth centuries ( Plate VII) , the zoormorphs are clearly derived from birds, despite the ears. Designs over an entire folio are called carpet pages after their resemblance to woven tapestries. Perhaps the finest carpet pages are found in the Lindisfarne Gospels of about 700; in the later years of the Anglo-Saxon period it was thought to have been the work of angels since no mortal could execute such complex designs so faultlessly. Folio 94" is reproduced in Plate VIII. The entire design of the knot work is done with only two ribbons. The generally circular pattern is elaborated with intricate weaving, but the circular knots-which might be thought of as episodes, if I may look forward for a moment-are tied with relatively long straight bands that bind these knots together in the total pattern of the page. With patience and a steady eye one can follow a band through the entire knot-work design of this page. Occasionally the lacertines become recognizable dragons as on the Gandersheim Casket. It is carved from walrus teeth and probably was made at Ely in the second half of the eighth or early ninth century ( Plate IX) . The casket is small and the skill shown in carving on such miniature scale is impressive.
From the early Anglo-Saxon period there are thousands of interlace deSigns surviving in illuminations of manuscripts, in carving on bone, ivory and stone, and in metal work for weapons and jewellery. They are so prolific that the seventh and eighth centuries might justly be known as the interlace period. In one artifact after another the complexity and precision of design are as striking as the technical skill of execution. Recognition of this high level of artistic achievement is important for it dispells the widely held view, largely the prejudice of ignorance, that early Anglo-Saxon art is vigorous, but wild and primitive. As the interlace designs show, there is vigour to be sure, but it is controlled with geometric precision and executed with technical competence of very high order. Apart from such direct analogies as the one presented in this lecture, study of Anglo-Saxon art is most useful as an aid to the reassessment of early English literature because it is an important reminder that the society was capable of artistic achievements of a high order which can be looked for in the poetry as well.
II
The pervasive importance of interlace deSigns in early Anglo-Saxon art establishes the historical possibility that a parallel may be found in poetry of the same culture. The historical probability for the parallel, a rather more important matter, can be established from seventh-and eighthcentury Latin wri ters in England. There is ample evidence that interlace design has literary parallels in both style and structure.
Stylistic interlace is a characteristic of Aldhelm and espeCially of Alcuin. They weave direct statement and classical tags together to produce verbal braids in which allusive literary references from the past cross and recross with the present subject.' The device is self-conscious and the poets describe the technique with the phrases fingere serta or texere serta, "to fashion or weave intertwinings." Serta (related to Sanserit sarat, "thread" and to Greek q<Lpa, "rope") is from the past partiCiple of serere, (fto interweave, entwine, or interlace." The past participle of texere, f<to weave, braid, interlace," is textus, the etymon of our words text and textile. The connection is so obvious that nO one thinks of it. In basic meaning, then, a poetic text is a weaving of words to form, in effect, a verbal carpet page.
The passage in Beowulf about the scop's praise of Beowulf describes a recital in which a literary past, the explOits of Sigemund and H eremod , is intertwined with the present, Beowulf's killing of Grendel. This episode is extended and might equally be considered as an example of simple structural interlace. The scop is said to wordum wrixlan, "vary words" (874); the verb wrixlan is found elswhere in this sense, for example in Riddle 8 of the Exeter Book. Klaeber calls such variation "the very soul of the Old English poetical style" (lxv); it involves multiple statement of a subject in several different words or phrases, each of which typically describes a different aspect of the subject. When variation on two or more subjects is combined , the result is stylistic interlace, the interweaving of two or more strands of variation . This may be what Cynewulf refers to in Elene when he writes ic •.. wordcralfttnn Walf, "I wove words" (1236-7). An example from Beowulf will serve to illustrate stylistic interlace : Although awkward in modern English, a translation following the original order of phrases shows the stylistic interlace.
Tha t was not the least of hand·w·hand encounters where H ygelac was killed, when the king of the Geats in the rush of battle, the beloved friend of the people, in Frisia, the son of Hre~el died bloodily, struck down with the sword.
Hygelac, Ceata cyning, freawine folca, and Hre~les eafora make one strand; mon ... sloh, hiorodryncum swealt, and bille gebeaten make a second strand; prer, gu~e Tresum, and FTeslondum on make the third. The three strands are woven together into a stylistic braid. This feature of style is familiar to readers of Anglo·Saxon poetry and is the literary counterpart for interlace designs in art that are decorative rather than structural. Designs on a sword, coffer or cross are decoration applied to an object whose structure arises from other considerations.
At a structural level, literary interlace has a counterpart in tapestries where positional patterning of threads establishes the shape and design of the fabric, whether the medium is thread in textile or words in a text. Unfortunately cloth perishes easily and only a few fragments of Anglo· Saxon tapestry survive although the early English were famous for their weaving and needle work which was referred to On the continent simply as opus Anglicum with no other description. Since tapestry examples are lost, decorative interlace must serve here as graphic presentation of the principle of structural interlace, a concept difficult to explain or grasp without such a visual analogue.
Rhetoricians of the classical period distinguished between natural and artificial order, but emphasized the former as being especially effective for oral delivery since they were chiefly concerned with the orator. In the Scholia Vindobonensia, an eighth-century commentary on the ATS Poetica of H orace, there is a passage on artificial order of great interest to the subject of interlace structure in Anglo·Saxon poetry. The author· ship of the Scholia is unknown, but its editor attributes it to Alcuin or one of his school. 7 The passage is a comment on four lines of the ATS Poetica.
Ordinis haec virtus erit et venus, aut ego faIlor, ut iam nunc dicat iam nunc debentia diei, pleraque differat et praesens in tempus omittat,
hoc amct, hoc spernat promissi carminis auctor.
[ Of order, this will be the excellence and charm, unless I am mistaken, that the author of the long-promised poem shall say at the moment what ought to be said at the moment and shall put off and omit many things for the present, loving this and scorning that.
The commentator was particularly interested in the last line, which he regards as having the force of an independent hortatory subjunctive; he takes hoc" .. hoc in the strong sense of "on the one hand .. . on the other" which would have been expressed by hoc . . . ille in classical Latin. This comment extends the source into a doctrine on the suitability of artificial order for poetry concerned with martial material (res gesta ) and takes an epic (the Aeneid) as an example. What I have called interlace structure is, in more general terms, complex artificial order, with the word complex in its etymological sense of woven together. Interlace design is a dominant aspect of eighth-century Anglo-Saxon visual art and the Scholia Vindobonensia present convincing evidence that the same design principle was applied to narrative poetry.
Alcuin's two lives of St. Willibrord provide instructive examples of natural and artincial order.' The prose version begins with an account of Willibrord's parents and gives a chronological account of the Saint's life, death, and the subsequent miracles at his tomb. The poem, on the other hand, plunges in medias res with an account of Willibrord's visit to Pippin; the details of the Saint's early life are placed at the end . The poem is in simple artificial order, and in the Preface Alcuin states that it is for private study but that the prose version is for public reading. The same logic is followed in Alcuin's Disputatio de Rhetorica which deals only with natural order since it is intended for instruction in public oral discourse.'o On the basis of this preference for n atural order in work intended for oral delivery, an argument might be made that Beowulf was meant for private study since it has complex artificial order.
Before I turn to the poem, a brief summary of my argument thus far may be helpful. In the visual arts of the seventh and eighth centuries interlace designs reached an artistic perfection in England that was never equalled again. Interlace appears so regularly on sculpture, jewellery, weapons, and in manuscript illuminations that it is the dominant characteristic of this art. .There is clear evidence that a parallel technique of word-weaving was used as a stylistic device in both Latin and Old English poems of the period. Finally there is the specific statement of the Scholia Vindobonensia that artificial order was preferred for n arrative poetry. Such artificial order I have called interlace structure because the term has historical probability and critical usefulness in reading Beowulf.
III
Beowulf is a work of art consistent with the artistic culture that it reRects and from which it came, eighth-century England. It is a lacertine interlace, a complex structure of great technical skill, but it is woven with relatively few strands. When Beowulf is read in its own artistic context as an interlace structure, it can be recognized as a literary work parallel to the carpet pages of the Lindisfame Gospels, having a technical excellence in design and execution that makes it the literary equivalent of that artistic masterpiece.
Examples of narrative threads, intersected by other material, are easy to perceive in the poem once the structural principle is understood. The full account of Hygelac's Frisian expedition is segmented into four episodes, 1202-14,2354-68,2501-9 and 2913-21 , in which chronology is ignored. The poet interlaces these episodes to achieve juxtapositions impossible in a linear narrative. In the first episode the gift of a precious golden torque to Beowulf for killing Grendel is interrupted by an allusion to its loss years later when Hygelac is killed. Hygelac's death seeking Frisian treasure foreshadows Beowulfs death seeking the dragon's hoard. The transience of gold and its connection with violence are obvious. In the second episode Beowulf's preparations to face the dragon are intersected by another allusion to Hygelac's expedition; each is an example of rash action and each ends in the death of a king. The third episode comes as Beowulf recalls how he went in front of Hygelac ana on aIde, srecce fremman, ond swa to aldre sceall penden pis sweord )>ola5.
[2498-9] alone in the van and so will I always act in battle while this sword holds out.
He had needed no sword to crush Dreghrefn, the slayer of Hygelac; against the dragon his sword Nregling fails. The pattern is the same as for the fights with Grendel whom he had killed with his hands and with Grendel's mother against whom the sword Hrunting fails. Beowulfs trust in a sword against Grendel's mother had nearly cost him his life; against the dragon it does. The last episode comes in the speech of the messenger who states that the fall of Beowulf will bring afRiction to the Geats from their enemies. Among them, the messenger warns, are the Frisians seeking revenge for Hygelac's raid years before. Hygelac's death led to the virtual annihilation of his raiding force; Beowulf's death leads to the virtual annihilation of all the Geats. The four Hygelac episodes, like all the narrative elements in the poem, have positional significance; unravel the threads and the whole fabric falls apart. An episode cannot be taken out of context-may I remind you again of the etymology of the word-without impairing the interwoven design. This design reveals the meaning of coincidence, the recurrence of human behaviour, and the circularity of time, partly through the coincidence, recurrence, and circularity of the medium itself-the interlace structure.
It allows for the intersection of narrative events without regard for their distance in chronological time and shows the interrelated Significances of episodes without the need for any explicit comment by the poet. The significance of the connections is left for the audience to work out for itself. Understatement is thus inherent in interlace structure, a characteristic that fits the heroic temper of the north.
The Hygelac episodes contribute to what I believe is the major theme of Beowulf, "the fatal contradiction at the core of heroic society. The hero follows a code that exalts indomitable will and valour in the indivi-dual, but society requires a king who acts for the common good, not for his own glory."" Only two periods in Beowulf's life are told in linear narrative; they are the few days, perhaps a week, when he fights Grendel and his mother and the last few days when he fights the dragon. This treatment emphaSizes Beowulf's heroic grandeur, his glOriOUS deeds, and his predilection for monster-fighting. However, this main narrative is constantly intersected by episodes which present these deeds from a different perspective. The H ygelac episodes show the social consequences of rash action in a king and they become more frequent as the dragon fight develops. H ygelac's Frisian raid was a historical event; the history of this age provides many parallels. In 685 Ecgfri5, King of Northumbria, led a raiding party against the advice of his friends deep into Pictish territory. Caught in mountainous narrows at a place called Nechtanesmere on May 20, he and most of his army were killed, a disaster that ended English ascendency in the north . The main theme of Beowulf thus had relevance to a major recent event in the society that most probably produced it. Ecgfri5's brother Aldfri5, a man famed for his learning and skill as a poet, ruled from 685 to 704; Bede says that he re-established his ruined and diminished kingdom nobly,12 a stable reign that made possible the learning and scholarship of eighthcentury Northumbria, the golden age of Bede and Alcuin.
At first the episodes give little more than a hint that Beowulf's heroic susceptibility may have calamitous consequences for his people. The references to Sigemund and H eremod after Beowulf kills Grendel foreshadow Beowulf's later career as king. He kills a dragon, as Sigemund did, and leaves the Geats to suffer national calamity, as Heremod left the Danes to suffer fyren5earfe (14), "terrible distress."" In the second part of the poem Beowulf's preparations to fight the dragon are constantly intersected by allusions to the Swedish wars, ominous warnings of the full consequences to the Geats of Beowulf's dragon fight. In this way the poet undercuts Beowulf's single-minded preoccupation with the dragon by interlaCing a stream of more and more pointed episodes about the human threats to his people, a far more serious danger than the dragon poses. Beowulf wins glory by his heroic exploit in killing the dragon, but brings dire amiction on his people, as Wiglaf quite explicitly states.
Oft seeall eorl monig
WIrec adreogan , anes wi1lan 5wa us gewordcn is.
Often many men must suffer distress For · the willfulness of one alone, as has happened to us.
Of particular interest to my subject is the way in which the interlace design, in and of itself, makes a contribution to the main theme. Because of the many lines given to the monsters and to Beowulf's preparations to fight them, they are the largest thread in the design, like the zoomorphs on the Windsor dagger pommel or the dragons On the Gandersheim casket. Monster-fighting thus pre-empts the reader's attention just as it pre-empts Beowulfs; the reader gets caught up in the heroic ethos like the hero and easily misses the warnings. In a sense the reader is led to repeat the error, one all too easy in heroic society, hardly noticing that glorious action by a leader often carries a terrible price for his followers.
The monsters are the elongated lacertine elements that thread through the action of the poem making symmetrical patterns characteristic of interlace structure. Beowulf's fights against Grendel's mother and against the monsters in the Breca episode are clear examples. During the swimming match Beowulf, protected by his armour, is dragged to the ocean Hoor. Fate gives him victory and he kills niceras nigene ( 575), "nine water monsters," with his sword; this prevents them from feasting on him as they intended. After the battle, light comes and the sea grows calm . This is almost a precis of the later underwater fight against Grendel's mother; the pattern is the same, though told in greater detail.
Once the probability of parallel design is recognized, the function of some episodes becomes clearer. The Finnesburh lay, for example, is probably a cautionary tale for the Danes and Geats. Beowulf and his Geats visit Hrol5gar and his Danes in Heorot to assist in defending the hall against an eaten, Grendel. During the first evening they share the hall Unferl5 issues an insulting challenge to which Beowulf makes a wounding reply stating that Unferl5 had killed his own brothers. This deed associates him with Cain, the archetypal fratricide, and Cain's descendant, Grendel. The defence of the hall is successful and Grendel is killed. At the victory celebration the scop recites a lay about the visit of Hnref and his Half-Danes to Finn and his Frisians in Finnesburh. They fall to quarrelling and slaughter each other. In this episode the word eaten occurs three times in the genitive plural form eotena and once in the dative plural eotenun<. These forms are often taken as referring to the Jutes, although no one can say what they are doing there or what part they play. More likely the references are to monsters. At line 1088 the Frisians and Danes surviving from the first battle are said each to control half of the hall wil5 eotena bearn, which probably means "against the giants' kin." Quite possibly the Half-Danes go to Finnesburh to help the Frisians hold their hall against monsters, a situation which would explain why Finn did not burn out the Half-Danes when the nghting started. The hall was their joint protection against the monsters. After the lay Wealhpeow makes two moving pleas (I169-87 and 1216-31) for good faith and nrm friendship in Heorot, especially between the Geats and the Danes. She clearly takes the scop's lay as a warning and fears being alHicted like Hildeburh. Just before she speaks, Unfer15 is described as sitting at Hro15gar's feet; he is a ngure of discord as shown by his name, which means "mar-peace", and by his behaviour. The queen might well be concerned lest insults between Dane and Geat be renewed and lead to nghting. From all this emerges an interesting COnnection. In Be01.l7ulf monsters are closely associated with the slaying of friends and kinsmen." They function in part as an outward objectincation and sign of society beset by internecine slaughter between friend and kin.
The Finnesburh episode and the situation in Heorot are part of another theme that forms a thread of the interlace design of Be01.l7ulf-visits to a hall. A guest should go to the hall with friendly intent and be given food and entertainment of poetry by his host. Grendel inverts this order. He visits Heorot in rage, angered by the scop's song of creation, and makes food of his unwilling hosts. Hro15gar cannot dispense men's lives in Heorot, but Grendel does little else. He is an eoten, or "eater," and swallows up the society he visits almost as if he were an allegorical ngure for internecine strife. In a similar way Grendel's mother visits Heorot and devours .!Eschere; in return Beowulf visits her hall beneath the mere, kills her, and brings back the head of Grendel. The Heapobard episode concerning Ingeld and the battle that breaks out when the Danes visit his hall is another appearance of this thematic thread. Hro15gar gives his daughter Freawarn to Ingeld in marriage, hoping to end the feud between the two tribes, but an implacable old warrior sees a Dane wearing a sword that once belonged to the father of a young Heapobard warrior. He incites the youth to revenge and the feud breaks out again; in the end the Heapobards are decimated and Heorot is burnt. Other hall visits may be noted briefly. A slave visits the hall of the dragon and steals a cup; the dragon burns halls of the Geats in angry retribution, a token of the fate in store for Geatish society soon to be destroyed by war. Beowulf attacks the dragon who dies in the door of his hall nghting in self-defence.
Another theme of the poem is that of women as the bond of kinship. The women often become the bond themselves by marrying into another tribe, like Wealhpeow, Hildeburh, and Freawarn. This tie often has great tension put on it when the woman's blood relations visit the hall of her husband and old enmities between the tribes arise, as happens in the Finnesburh and Heal>obard episodes. The marriage then gives occasion for old wounds to open, even after an interval of years, and produces a result exactly opposite to its intent. On the other hand, women can be implacable in revenge as Grendel's mother is. )Jryli (or Modl>ryli) is also implacable at first in resisting marriage; she couses her would-be husbands to be killed. Afterwards her father sends her over the sea as wife to Offa who checks her savage acts and she becomes a freoliuwebbe, "peace-weaver," knitting up her kinsmen rather than refusing all ties. In general the women are cynna gemyndig, "intent on kinship," as the poet says of Wealhl>eow (6 13). They preserve the tie of kin or revenge it when given cause.
Another tie that binds society is treasure, especially gold; but, like kinship, it is also a cause of strife. Treasure is not sought for selfish avarice, but to enable a hero to win fame in gaining treasure for his lord and his lord to win fame dispensing it as a beaga bryttan, a "dispenser of treasure," from the gifstol, "gift throne." The gift and receipt of treasure are a tie between a lord and his retainer, an outward sign of the agreement between them. The strength and security of heroic society depend on the symbolic circulation of treasure. A lord offers support and sustenance to his retainer who agrees in tum to fight unwaveringly for his lord, a bond of contractual force in heroic society. Injury or slaughter of a man had a monetary price and could be atoned by wergild, "man payment." The monsters are outside this society; for them treasure is an object to be hoarded under ground. They receive no gifts and do not dispense them. The poet states ironically that none need expect handsome recompense for the slaughter that Grendel inflicts. Hro15gar is the one who pays the wergild for the Geat, Hondscio, killed by Grendel in the Danish cause. The relation of the monsters to gifstolas presents an interesting parallel in the interlace deSign. The dragon burns the gifstol Geata (2327), an act that implies his disruption of the entire social order of Beowulf's comitatus. The full extent of this disruption appears ",hen all but one of Beowulf's chosen retainers desert him in his last battle. Grendel, on the other hand, occupies H eorot, but he is not able to cause complete disruption of Hro15gar's comitatus, however ineffective it is against him. The sense of lines 168-9, a much disputed passage, thus seems likely to be that Grendel cannot destroy Hro15gar's gifstol (168) , thought of as the objectification of the Danish comitatus.
The poem is also concerned with a society's gain of treasure as well as its loss. When a king seeks treasure himself, the cost may be ruinous for his people. Hygelac's Frisian raid and Beowulf's dragon fight are examples. Although Grendel's cave is rich in treasure, Beowulf takes away only a golden sword hilt and the severed head of Grendel; his object is to gain revenge, not treasure. Hro15gar's speech to Beowulf after his return contains warnings on pride in heroic explOits and on the ease with which gold can make a man stingy, hoarding his gold like a monster; either way the comitatus is apt to suffer. Heremod, who ended mid eotenum, is an example. When treasure passes outside the society where it is a bond, it becomes useless. The treasure in Scyld's funeral ship, the golden torque lost in Frisia, the lay of the last survivor, and the dragon's hoard buried with Beowulf are examples. Treasure had some positive force in heroic society, but it casts a baleful glitter in the poem because it is associated with monsters, fighting, the death of kings, and funerals. These various themes are some of the threads that form the interlace structure of Beowulf. Often several are present together, as in the Finnesburh episode or in the final dragon fight. The themes make a complex, tightly-knotted lacertine interlace that cannot be untied without losing the design and fonn of the whole. The tension and force of the poem arise from the way the themes cross and juxtapose. Few comments are needed from the poet because significance comes from the intersections and conjunctions of the design. To the Beowulf poet, as to many other writers, the relations between events are more Significant than their temporal sequence and he used a structure that gave him great freedom to manipulate time and concentrate on the complex intercon· nections of events. Although the poem has to be lingered over and gives up its secrets slowly, the principle of its interlace structure helps to reveal the interwoven coherence of the episodes as well as the total design of the poem in all its complex resonances and reverberations of meaning. There are no digressions in Beowulf.
The structural interlace of Beowulf, like the visual interlace patterns of the same culture, has great technical excellence, but is not to be regarded as an isolated phenomenon. The term is specifically applied to literature in the late middle ages. Robert Manning states in his Chronicle (1338) that he writes in a clear and simple style so that he will be readily understood; others, he says, use quante Inglis in complicated schemes of ryme coutvee or strangere or enterlace,15 Entrela.cement was a feature of prose romances, especially those in the Arthurian tradition, as Eugene Vinnver has recently shown.'G The term interlace may be taken in a larger sense; it is an organizing principle closer to the workings of the human imagination proceeding in its atemporal way from one associative idea to the next than to the Aristotelian order of parts belonging to a temporal sequence with a beginning, middle, and end. If internal human experience of the imagination is taken as the basis, the Aristotelian canon of natural order as moving in chronological progression is really ordo arti~cialis, not the other way around as the rhetoricians taught. The human imagination moves in atemporal, associative patterns like the literary interlace. Don Quixote presents a useful illustration. The Don, supposedly mad, is brought home in a cage on wheels at the end of Part I. He could be taken as the interlacing fecundity of the associative mind, caught in the skull-cage, reacting with complex atemporal imagination, weaving sensory impressions with literary experience. The Canon of T oledo who rides along outside mouthing Aristotelian criticism of romances is, as his name suggests, an uncomprehending set of external rules, or canons, sent to bedevil and torment the poetic imagination.
There is a substantial amount of literature having interlace structure, if I may extend the term without presenting evidence here. Mediaeval dream poetry, such as Le Roman de la Rose and Piers Plowman, is largely a mixture of literary and imaginative experience with an atemporal interlace structure as are many complex romances, especially those with allegorical content like the Faerie Queene. The allegOrical impulse in literature is often presented with an interlace structure because it is imaginative, literary and atemporal. Stream-of-consciousness novels frequently have something like interlace structures as well, for the same reasons.
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Like the poem, this lecture will make an end as it began. Scyld's glorious accomplishments and ship funeral at the opening of the poem mark the start of a dynasty and a period of prosperity for the Danes after the leaderless amiction they suffer follOWing the death of H eremod. The funeral in the Finnesburh episode 'begins the period of aBllction of the Half-Danes and presages the destruction of Finn's dynasty. At the end of the poem Beowulf's death begins a period of amiction for the Geats. The poem ends as it began with a funeral, the return of the interlace design to its start. The sudden reversals inherent in the structure as one theme intersects another without regard to time give to the whole poem a sense of transience about the world and all that is in it as beginnings and endings are juxtaposed; this is the muchremarked elegiac texture of Beowulf. Scyld's mysterious arrival as a child is placed beside his mysterious departure in death over the seas. A description of Heorot's construction is followed by an allusion to its destruction. The gift of a golden torque, by its loss. Beowulf's victories over monsters, by his defeat by a monster. With each reversal the elegiac texture is tightened, reminding us of impermanence and change, extending even to the greatest of heroes, Beowulf, a man mourned by those who remain behind as manna mi1dust leodum lioost ond mon(tiw)rerust, ond lofgeornost. the most gentle and kind of men, most generous to his people and most anxious for praise.
A bright and golden age of a magnanimous man vanishes, even as it seems hardly to have begun.
The jawes of darkness do devoure it up: So quicke bright things come to confusion.
[Mids. I. i. 148-9] PLATE NOTES PLATE I. The Bewcastle Cross stands where it was erected about the year 700 in the churchyard of St Cuthbert at Bewcastle in Cumberland. The top is broken away leaving a truncated shaft 14 feet 6 inches high. The width at the base of the south face is I foot 9 inches. For a full discussion and many plates of the cross, see G. Baldwin Brown, The Arts in Early England, V (London, 1921) , passim. PLATE II. This jewel, now in the Victoria and Albert Musellm, is one of two composite disc brooches found at Milton near Abingdon, Berkshire, in 1832. It is 3.1 inches in diameter; the detail shown here is abollt 1.9 inches wide. See Ronald Jessup, Anglo-Saxon Jewellery (London, 1950) , 116 and Plate XXV (I).
PLATE III. The Windsor dagger pommel, now in the Ashmolean Museum, is one of the linest pieces of Anglo-Saxon gold work known. It is only 1.7 inches wide and is shown here greatly enlarged. The panel of gold interlace is .72 inches high by .61 inches wide. See G. Baldwin Brown, The Arts in Early England, III (London, 1915 ) 311 and Plate LVI. PLATE IV. The great gold buckle from Sutton Hoo is 5.5 inches long and weighs nearly 15 ounces. Its value as gold bullion exceeds that of any other object yet dug up in England. See Ronald Jessup, Anglo-Saxon Jewellery 
